Co(II)/Co(I) reduction-induced axial histidine-flipping in myoglobin reconstituted with a cobalt tetradehydrocorrin as a methionine synthase model†
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A conjugate between apomyoglobin and cobalt tetradehydrocorrin was prepared to replicate the coordination behavior of cob(II)alamin in methionine synthase. X-ray crystallography reveals that the tetra-coordinated Co(I) species is formed through the cleavage of the axial Co–His93 ligation after the reduction of the penta-coordinated Co(II) cofactor in the heme pocket.

Methionine synthase, which is widely found in Prokaryota and Eukaryota, is responsible for the methylation of homocysteine to yield methionine. It is known that the enzyme requires N5-methyltetrahydrofolate as a methyl group donor and that the methyl group transfer to homocysteine is promoted by a cobalamin cofactor, a vitamin B12-like cobalt corrinoid complex.1–4 The entire enzyme structure has a molecular weight of ca. 136 kDa and includes four domains. The complexity of this enzyme system poses significant challenges with respect to the characterization of the entire structure. The crystal structure of the cobalamin-binding domain of methionine synthase has been determined by Ludwig and co-workers, and it was found that the axial ligand of cobalamin is a protein-derived histidine residue and not the benzimidazole moiety of cobalamin. The base-off/His-on coordination state is shown in Fig. 1a.5 In the catalytic cycle, two key intermediates have been proposed to exist transiently; (i) a highly nucleophilic tetra-coordinated Co(i) species known as cob(II)alamin and (ii) a methylated Co(III) species known as methylcobalamin.1–3 However, the structure of cob(II)alamin has never been determined directly.5,6 Herein, we report a hybrid model consisting of a cobalamin model complex with a suitable protein matrix to improve our understanding of the formation of the intermediate with the axial ligand rearrangement in the protein.

The hybrid model for methionine synthase was constructed as follows (Fig. 1b): First, horse heart apomyoglobin was used as a substitute protein matrix for the cobalamin-binding domain of methionine synthase. It is a relatively small and well-known...
protein which provides a histidine residue as an axial ligand to the heme cofactor in the heme-binding pocket as well as the cobalamin-binding domain. Second, a cobalt tetradehydrocorrin complex was designed as an artificial cofactor to mimic the cobalamin moiety because native cobalamin consists of a tetrapyrole macroyclic ligand known as a corrinoid. A corrinoid is structurally similar to a porphyrin, except that it lacks one of the four meso carbons which are present in the porphyrin framework. Dolphin and co-workers synthesized a cobalt complex of 1,19-dimethyltetradecorrorrin and detected the stable Co(i) species by UV-vis spectroscopy.\(^6\) This inspired us to insert such a measurement of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) indicates a typical spectrum work. Dolphin and co-workers synthesized a cobalt complex of 1,19-dimethyltetradecorrorrin and detected the stable Co(i) species by UV-vis spectroscopy.\(^6\) This inspired us to insert such a complex into the apomyoglobin heme pocket to obtain ligation by the His93 residue which coordinates to the native heme iron of myoglobin.

The cobalt corrinoid complex, Co(TDHC) (TDHC = 8,12-dicarboxyethyl-1,2,3,7,13,17,18,19-octamethyltetradecorrorrin) (Fig. 1b), was prepared as a model of cobalamin by cyclization of the corresponding biladiene-a,c dihydrobromide derivative in the presence of Co(OAc)\(_2\) (Scheme S1, ESI\(^+\)).\(^7\) Two methyl substituents at the C1- and C19-positions are on opposite faces of the corrinoid ring and the compound exists as two enantiomers, (1R,19R)-TDHC and (1S,19S)-TDHC, in a 1:1 ratio. The two propionate side chains introduced at the C8- and C12-positions are analogous to those of native heme and are included for the purpose of fixing the cofactor in the proper position via a hydrogen bonding network with polar amino acid residues in the heme pocket. The Co(TDHC) complex was added to apomyoglobin obtained by removal of the heme.\(^8\) ESI-TOF MS data, the CD spectrum (Fig. S1 and S2, ESI\(^+\)) and ICP analysis of the reconstituted protein, rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)), were used to confirm that Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\) binds to the protein in a 1:1 ratio. The UV-vis spectrum of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) has a sharp absorption band at 510 nm (Fig. 2a), which is similar to that observed for the Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\) dimethyl ester in pyridine.\(^9\) Furthermore, the EPR measurement of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) indicates a typical spectrum (Fig. 2b): the interaction of the cobalt nucleus \((I = 7/2)\) with the unpaired electron in a pentacoordinated low-spin \(d^7\) configuration of Co(II) results in hyperfine splitting of the signal into an octet centered at \(g_z = 1.99\), and the presence of a \(^{14}\)N \((I = 1)\) ligand attached to the axial position of the Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\) complex shows superhyperfine splitting of each component of the octet into a triplet.\(^{5,10}\) This provides support for our proposal that the cobalt atom coordinates to the N=2-atom of the His93 imidazole ring as an axial ligand.\(^{11}\)

The crystal structure of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) was obtained at a resolution of 1.30 Å and reveals that Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\) is bound in the heme pocket with Co(N)-His93 coordination characterized by a Co–N=2 bond length of 2.18 Å (Fig. 3). In the crystals, the ratio of proteins, rMb(Co\(\text{II}(1R,19R)-\text{TDHC})\)) and rMb(Co\(\text{II}(1S,19S)-\text{TDHC})\)), was found to be 13:7 by the occupancy of the enantiomers (Fig. S3b, ESI\(^+\)) because the TDHC ligand provides a mixture of two enantiomers due to introduction of two methyl substituents at the C1- and C19-positions (\textit{vide supra}). Although the TDHC ligand, whose macrocyclic is smaller than that of a porphyrin, has two methyl substituents oriented perpendicularly to the corrin plane, the position of the TDHC framework is remarkably similar to that of the porphyrin framework observed in native myoglobin. As a result, the two propionate side chains located at the C8- and C12-positions are found to participate in hydrogen bonding networks with Lys45 and Ser92/His97, respectively. These residues originally interact with the heme-propionate side chains in myoglobin. In addition, the polypeptide Cx atoms of the native myoglobin and rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) are superimposable with a root-mean-square deviation (RMS value) of 0.223 Å (Fig. S3, ESI\(^+\)).\(^{12}\) Although there are several examples of hemoproteins reconstituted with artificial porphyrinoid cofactors,\(^8\) the present work is the first example of incorporation of a metallocorrin derivative into a hemoprotein.

Reduction of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) upon addition of dithionite under anaerobic conditions leads to UV-vis spectral changes that include clear isosbestic points over 2 s (Fig. S4, ESI\(^+\)). The characteristic

**Fig. 2** Characteristic spectra of reconstituted myoglobins: rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) (blue) and rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) (red). (a) UV-vis spectra of the reconstituted proteins in 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution at 25 °C. (b) EPR spectra of the reconstituted proteins (0.5 mM) in 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) solution at 10 K. The signal of \(g_z = g_y\) is centered at \(g = 2.23\). The coupling constants of \(|A_{\text{CuI}}|\) and \(|A_{\text{CuII}}|\) for rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) are 99.7 and 20.8 G, respectively. rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) is EPR-silent.

**Fig. 3** Crystal structure of rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)). (a) The whole protein structure at a resolution of 1.30 Å. Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\) and proximal His93 are indicated by stick models. The structure of the TDHC framework possesses two enantiomers with a ratio of 13:7 due to the configuration of two methyl substituents at C1- and C19-positions (Fig. 1b). (b) A comparison of the positions of cofactors in the heme pocket of myoglobin. The superimposed structures (top and side views) are obtained from rMb(Co\(\text{II}(\text{TDHC})\)) (yellow stick) and native myoglobin (gray stick). The whole protein structures are shown in Fig. S3 (ESI\(^+\)). The spheres in the centre of the macrocycles are the cobalt and iron atoms. The structure of native myoglobin is that of 2V1K of the Protein Databank (PDB data).
rMb(CoI(TDHC)) was determined by spectroelectrochemical measurements to be −0.13 V vs. SHE at pH 7.0 (Fig. S5, ESI†). As a result, the distance between the Co( I) and N2 atoms was significantly, as indicated by the RMS value of all the Cα carbons (0.204 Å). Additionally, the protein matrix of myoglobin is found to be capable of holding the tetra-coordinate cofactor in the heme pocket via hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions. The CD spectrum of rMb(CoI(TDHC)) provides further evidence that the α-helicity of the protein is maintained in solution even after release of the axial ligand (vide supra). Taken together, these results indicate that the remarkable structural changes occur locally in the proximal site upon reduction and do not exert a significant influence on the whole structure of the protein. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of a tetra-coordinate structure of a Co( I) species in a corrinoid framework. It is of particular interest to monitor the unbound form of an axial ligand (His-off) in the myoglobin heme pocket in this unique situation. Our data support the speculation that the species of methionine synthase referred to as “base-off” cobalamin only requires proximal histidine flipping in the process of oxidation/reduction of cobalamin.

In this study, we have designed and prepared myoglobin reconstituted with the cobalt corrinoid complex, Co(TDHC) as a simple model for the active site of a complicated cobalamin-dependent methyltransferase. In the heme pocket of myoglobin, CoII(TDHC) is tightly bound and provides a model of the base-off/His-on state which is seen in the cobalamin binding domain of methionine synthase, and then an important intermediate, the tetra-coordinated Co( I) species, is detectable in the protein matrix. The results described herein provide important insights into understanding how the on/off switching of the axial ligation takes place in the native protein.
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